Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to analyse Czech based extreme right group Generation identity in the context of Czech extreme right political scene. This group has been active in Czech republic since 2013. Activity of this group is still not well researched and described and this fact is the main reason to choose this topic. This work aspires to describe the group, explore its source, dynamics, explain how it functions and identify how they present themselves to the general public. Additionally the concept of identitarianism explored within extreme right movements in Czech Republic. The work deals with main ideas on which the movement bases its view. Further examines which are key topics the movement deals with and what stance they take on these crucial topics. Also symbolism is another aspect the group uses to identify itself. Relationtiop with other affiliates of Generation identity abroad are described briefly. In the theoretical part concepts (notions) related to extreme right groups were discussed and theoretical framework was presented. Classification of extremism based on relevant sources with special emphasis on right wing extremism was performed. Based on theoretical framework Generation identity was examined in the context of extreme right and Czech extreme movements in general.